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Intermittent CONNECTIONS
Connections between the following paired locations are possible on the indicated days:
1. WAU - AWEIL on Mondays and Thursdays
2. AWEIL - WAU on Tuesdays and Fridays
3. TORIT - KAPOETA on Tuesdays
4. KAPOETA - TORIT on Thursdays
5. GANYIEL - NYAL on Fridays
6. NYAL - GANYIEL on Wednesdays
7. YIDA - AJUONG THOK on Mondays
8. AJUONG THOK - YIDA on Fridays

UNHAS Destination
- Operational Base
- Regular Destination
- Helipad
- Served out of Juba
- Connection out of Bor
- Connection out of Rumbek
- River
- Fresh Water Marsh
- International Boundary
- First Level Admin Boundary
- Undetermined Boundary *
- Abyei Area **

Data sources: WFP, GAUL, UNMISS, UNHAS
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